An extra cysteine proximal to the transmembrane domain induces differential cross-linking of p185neu and p185neu.
The neu proto-oncogene encodes a receptor tyrosine kinase (p185) that is closely related to the epidermal growth factor receptor. It has been proposed that receptor tyrosine kinases are activated through oligomerization. Because this clustering model predicts that oligomerization of receptors is sufficient to activate them, we determined if p185 can be activated by introducing an extra cysteine proximal to the transmembrane domain. This should induce inter-receptor disulfide bonding and, according to the clustering model, activate the receptor. This amino acid substitution enhanced recovery of both normal and transforming neu proteins as dimers, with normal p185 recovered predominantly as monomers and transforming p185* as dimers. However, the cysteine substitution did not affect the transforming activity of the two proteins.